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Digital screens are becoming more and more ubiquitous. Resolution and size are increasing, and, at the same time, 
prices for displays are falling. Large display installations are increasingly appearing in public spaces as well as in home 
and office environments. We expect this trend to continue, making wall-size displays commonplace in the next decade. 
With this development, all three classes of devices described by Mark Weiser—pads, tabs, and boards1—will be 
mainstream. 
Pads (tablets), tabs (smartphones), and boards (displays) let us show and interact with data in different situations, 
because each device class is optimized for a certain use case. Consequently, the use of multiple devices becomes 
common—for example, the use of second screens while watching TV is becoming the norm. However, the use of 
multiple devices requires seamless transitions between devices, mechanisms for exchanging data, and the ability to 
move content from one device to another and to remotely access or control the data. 
Back in 1998, Michael Beigle and his colleagues proposed dynamically and automatically distributing Web-based 
content to different output devices in a smart environment.2 A few years later, Roy Want and his colleagues suggested 
using interfaces in our environment to interact with our personal data.3 Because mobile devices or notebooks often 
provide only a small screen for output and limited input techniques, they proposed using office screens or public 
displays to create a more enjoyable user experience. They also argued for having physical access to private data. These 
examples highlight that research in ubiquitous computing was already early on exploring interaction across pervasive 
devices, displays, and content. 
Current products support both visions. On one hand, there are devices that provide options to present remote data 
on a screen in the environment with the control residing on the mobile device. On the other hand, there are means to 
easily present content from mobile devices on remote displays. 
There are now also many cloud-based products for interacting with data on multiple devices. For example, Dropbox 
provides access to all text documents and images. Spotify lets you enjoy your favorite music on smartphones, tablets, 
notebooks, and music systems. Furthermore, people are starting to use mobile devices as remote controls for large 
screens,4 smart TVs, or music systems. 
All these examples show that streaming and connecting different devices ubiquitously are key technologies for 
smart environments. Here, we present a few commercially available technologies supporting this and provide an 
outlook on how displays might become a service themselves. 
Streaming Content on TVs 
Although smart TVs have been available for a while now, there is no common dominant platform like on mobile 
devices and traditional PCs. Instead, manufacturers use a broad range of platforms, from modified versions of Android, 
to specific operating systems such as WebOS or Tizen, to custom implementations. The drawback of this fragmentation 
of platforms is that there is no common application repository (like the App Store), and the overall user experience is 
still poor. Often, apps are only available for some TVs, and the functionality is limited compared to similar apps on 
mobile phones or tablets. 
A range of third-party devices that bring their own computer and only use the screen are benefiting from this 
situation and are becoming increasingly popular. The main contenders that we discuss here are the AppleTV, Amazon 
Fire TV, and Google’s Chromecast (see Figure 1). 
Figure 1. Computer systems that connect to any TV with HMDI input: (a) AppleTV, (b) Amazon Fire TV, and (c) 
Google Chromecast. 
Apple TV 
Apple TV is a set-top box developed by Apple that lets users display content on their TV with minimal setup. The 
device is connected via HDMI to the TV and receives content via Wi-Fi or Ethernet. The most popular streaming apps 
are pre-installed on the Apple TV and can be controlled using an Apple TV remote. Furthermore, Apple’s wireless 
protocol AirPlay lets users select content on their iPhone, iPads, and Macs to be streamed to the Apple TV. Another 
option is to mirror the sender’s display on the TV. 
Fire TV 
With the Fire TV, Amazon offers a product similar to Apple TV. Based on Android, the functionality of the Fire TV 
can be extended by downloading apps from the Amazon App Store. The device can also be controlled using a remote 
with a microphone for voice commands that let users search content and use basic playback controls. 
Although there is a USB port for connecting external storage devices, the Fire TV is mostly focused on streaming 
media from the cloud. This has been further emphasized by the Fire TV Stick, a version of the Fire TV that has been 
reduced to the bare minimum. It also connects via HDMI to the TV, but instead of using an HDMI cable, the small 
form factor allows it to be plugged right into the TV. The only other port on the Fire TV Stick is a micro USB port to 
supply the device with power. All content is streamed to the device via Wi-Fi. 
Chromecast 
An even more simplified approach is used by Google’s Chromecast. The device has the same form factor as the Fire 
TV Stick and purely acts as a receiver. When plugged into the TV, the device only displays that it is ready to receive 
content. Users can use their mobile devices to initiate playback directly from apps that support the Chromecast or from 
the Google Chrome Web browser on their desktop computer. One example is the YouTube app; when using 
Chromecast, the content is shown on the TV screen, and the mobile device becomes a remote control with a familiar 
user interface. The content to be shown is directly streamed from the cloud to the Chromecast, and the user’s other 
devices are only used to select the content and control the playback. Additionally, it is possible to stream the whole 
desktop of the connected computer to Chromecast. 
Distributed Interfaces 
All mentioned devices extend the functionality of TVs, and a common aspect is that they do not actually store content 
on the device itself. Instead, either the content to be displayed on the TV is streamed from the cloud or from other 
devices, which (to some extent) are also used to control the playback. 
For developing distributed interfaces, a fast starting point is to use Web sockets. For example, the Node.js Web 
socket implementation Socket.IO lets multiple clients quickly exchange information with a few lines of code. Thus, it 
is easy to prototype remote controls for smart displays. 
Figure 2. The devices support two basic concepts: (a) mirroring of the screen (same content on mobile and screen) 
and (b) applications that are aware of the external screen (content on screen, control on mobile). 
Promising New Approaches 
Overall, the streaming devices we reviewed present convincing approaches for connecting displays and exploiting 
available infrastructure in the environment. At the moment, all consumer devices focus on streaming multimedia 
content from mobile devices or computers to additional screens. However, applications such as the Android Auto 
(www.android.com/auto) and Display as a Service (www.daas.tv) show the great potential for streaming approaches 
to build services using input and output devices in the environment. 
Android Auto 
Device interactions while driving must take a back seat to the driver’s most important attentional load—maintaining 
safety on the road (at least until autonomously driving cars become mainstream). Applications for the automobile thus 
must require minimal visual attention and should offer speech input and audio output whenever possible. They should 
not distract the driver in a way that would compromise safety. 
One infotainment platform that is being adopted in the auto industry is Android Auto. A core architectural feature 
of this platform is that applications and services run on the user’s mobile phone. The current driver connects his or her 
phone to the car, and the display show messages while the stereo plays his or her favorite music. The car environment 
becomes instantly customized to the current driver, regardless of whether that person owns the vehicle. In addition, the 
phone can use the car’s high-quality hardware, including speakers, microphones, displays, control panels, and car 
sensors. Furthermore, upgrading the car’s infotainment system is as easy as buying a new phone. 
From the perspective of the user experience, Android Auto aims to present cross-platform content, adapted to suit 
the driving environment: it uses the car’s touchscreen, microphone, and speakers for input and output; applies fixed 
visual templates for easy test legibility; can read content aloud; and can apply voice-recognition for text input. In terms 
of the app developer’s perspective, positioning the tuning of information presentation as a problem of the platform 
rather than the developer is advantageous, because it means that app developers need not master a plethora of 
specialized knowledge about the car user experience. Finally, from a regulatory perspective, giving the platform control 
over information presentation makes it easier to ensure safety. If the software framework is the gatekeeper of all device-
related attentional loads on the driver, and it’s responsible for preventing disruptive notifications from being delivered, 
then only the framework needs to be regulated and not every individual app. 
Comparable solutions to Android Auto are Apple’s CarPlay and MirrorLink, invented by the Car Connectivity 
Consortium (http://carconnectivity.org). CarPlay’s concepts work similar to Google’s solution—that is, the user just 
connects the smartphone to the car using a USB cable. Then, the user can access applications running on the phone 
through the car’s hardware. 
Display as a Service 
Connecting multiple displays or projectors to one larger or wall-sized screen is challenging. Specialized graphics 
hardware is often needed to drive all displays. Furthermore, keeping all signals synchronous is a complex job. Display 
as a Service uses frame-buffer and display virtualization.5 Because of the software abstraction, multidisplay 
environments can be configured without specialized hardware. One or multiple render servers write into one or multiple 
virtual framebuffers. Every virtual display receives all pixel data of a traditional IP-network. Consequently, a virtual 
display can consists of one or multiple displays. In contrast to classical screens, every single display unit must be 
connectable over a network to receive the dedicated pixel data. 
From a technical viewpoint, every smart TV, smartphone, tablet, or display or projector equipped with a small 
computer is suitable as part of a multidisplay setup. This streaming technology lets users easily connect heterogeneous 
form factors of devices to display content as one system. For future development, we see approaches like Display as a 
Service as key to building wall-size displays. Furthermore, such approaches will provide the opportunity to include 
commonly used mobile devices, such as tablets and smartphones, for interaction. 
Using larger screens, high-quality speakers, or regular-size keyboards found in user’s environment, along with 
applications running on mobile devices, can greatly enhance the user experience. We thus see streaming as a key 
element for future ubicomp products. 
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